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Annals of Economic and Social Measurement. 6/I. / 977

A STUDY OF PRICE FORECASTS

B JOHN A. CARESON

A data series on price expectations developed by Lisingston are presented and analyzed. These
semi.annual data (1947-75) hare been widely used by researchers, but there are some problems
with the series. After examining the nature of the price expectations series, the implied rates
of inflation are discussed. and she accuracy of the forecasts are analyzed (including the im-
pact of errors an revisions!. Finally, extreme forms of the rational expectations model are
criticized in the context of these data.

3. INTRODUCTION

"We have a very strict publication policy. . .. (With rare exceptions]
you're not allowed to print your first article for Iseven] years after you
take your PhD. ... In the twelve years since we and Yale started this, 72
learned journals have ceased publication. The survivors are half their old
size and about three times their old quality. .. . Keeping up with one's
field is becoming almost a pleasure," Perrin (3965)

One could debate the desirability, if not the feasibility, of an at-
mosphere in which research, like good wine, is given enough time to reach
the proper stage of maturity. In its absence, many of us, hoping to be first
or fearing the obsolescence that accompanies delay, rush in as fast as
prudence, referees, and editors will allow.

The foregoing remarks could apply to a myriad of topical areas. Here
they are relevant to some studies that have made what seems to be pre-
mature use of a set of price expectations data. In view of the apparent
widespread interest in these data and a belief in their potential usefulness
for learning more about the process of inflation, this paper reports on a
detailed look at the data. Specifically, the purpose of the ensuing presenta-
tion is threefold:

(I) To make available to the profession a carefully worked over series
of data on price expectations.

To comment on and examine the data a bit.
To respond to a challenge put forth by a "rational expectations"

view of the world.
The data in question conic from a relatively small semi-annual survey

of economists by Joseph Livingston, now with the Philadelphia Inquirer.
Since 1947, Livingston has asked these economists, who are presumed to

Thanks are due to Jeff Levin, and Tom Stanley for Dan M ilkove research assistance,

to Tom Cargill and an anonymous referee fo helpful comments on an earlier draft, and to
the National Science Foundation for financial support. The views expressed are, of course,

my own.
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he kiiowlcdgeahk observers of the state ol the U .S. economy, to forecast
a number of key economic variables, lie then sum niarizes the results in his
business outlook column usuall printed in late Juiic and late E)cccinbci

Turnovsky (1970) was probably the first in a professional journal to
publish an analysis of the forecasts of the CPI To his credit he drew pro-
fessional attention to these surveys. U ufortunately, he also set a pattern of
uncritical acceptance of the data as copied out of the newspaper columns.
Despite evident problems with the data, this cavalier attitude carried over
to other users. As a result, judging from private conversations I have had,
many economists believe that the data are "crummy" or "worthless."
This judgment is, I think, unwarranted.

Like all historical statistics, the nature of the data should be as fully
understood as possible to justify analytical observations and conclusions.
The next section therefore provides some of the background that has been
hissing from other studies utilizing these Livingston data.

2. AN EXPlICATION 01' TilE LivINl;sToN PRICr lRIc.;s'rs'

Livingston's primary objective has been to collect data for journalistic
purposes. As a journalist, as well as an economist, his responsibility is to
give his readers insight into current thought about what is going to happen
to the U.S. economy. In doing so, he is often confronted with problems on
the timing of the available in formation.

To help understand the difficulty, consider a year-end Business Out-
look column. in early November he must prepare his questionnaire for
mailing to the participating economists. Along with the questionnaire he
provides the most current data then available on the economic variables
to be forecast. In the case of the CPI and the WPI the September data are
usually the most current, If the questionnaire goes out in mid-November,
the Bureau of Labor Statistics may have just released the October WP
figure. A week or so later the October CPI is released. Remember that
there are 12 to 15 other items on the survey in addition to the CPI and
WPI, although we shall concentrate here primarily on the CPI.

Livingston needs the responses back by early to mid-December in
order to tabulate the forecasts and prepare his own analysis. Before the
December column is printed, the November figures have been released.
When there has been very little if any change between the September and
November figures, he generally uses the arithmetic mean of the individual
forecasts as his published consensus forecasts. The dilemmas arise when
there have been substantial (and possibly unexpected) changes in the price
indexes in the interim.

ii have beuetitd trorn correspon(ienee o oh Mr. i,ttingsion n pl'cparng this Section.
While lie has had a chance to see and react to earher drafts. I lake rcsponsihiIit or an
remaining errors iii !nterpretai ion.
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As a good exampie, late in 1957, the ('P1 stood at 121. I in both
September and October. The average ol' the forecasts hen the) came in
was 121.2 for June, 1958. In etl'ect, the forceast was for ito change, or a
cry slight change. But, when the CPI was released for Noveniher. it was

121.6, or 0.5 over the figure given in Livingston's questionnair(' when it
was Sent Out.

This posed a problem. As a journalist, Livingston wanted to include
the latest figure. But, with no adjustments, this would indicate that
economists were predicting deflation: a decline from 121.6 to 121.2. I-k
reasoned that this was contrary to their real expectations. Consequently,
in presenting the data for publication, he revised the consensus upward by
an average oIO.5, or by the amount of the change in the CPI I'rorn October
(and September) to November. Thus, he showed a November index of'
121.6 and a June 1958 forecast of 121,7.

A question which would naturally occur to statisticians is this: I-lad
the respondents already taken Into account, when they answered the
questionnaire, the increase in the CI1 in November! I' so, obviously, the
upward adjustment would have been misleading. But it was Livingston's
judgment that the majority of respondents based their projections on the
data given in the questionnaire. Moreover, since the replies were processed
in the first half of December, tile November Cli would not have been
available to the respondents.

Lending support to this hypothesis, or judgment, was a special in-
terim survey printed on March Ii, l949,w hieh asked for revised forecasts
for June and December, compared . ith forecasts for the same months
published almost three months before (December 25, 1948). Both con-
sensus figures changed by more than the intervening change in the actual
index.

These adjustments have been made with increasing frequency since
the rnid-1960's, although not in every survey for which there was sub-
stantial inflation in the months preced;ng the business outlook column.2
Vhether or not one fully agrees with the appropriateness of these adjust-

ments for journalistic purposes, anyone making analytical use of the
published consensus forecasts should he warned that these represent
Livingston's judgment about what his participants' consensus forecasts
would have been had they too had all the intorniation available to him
shortly before publication dates. Furthermore, in my opinion, most of the
adjustments are not so readily justified as the example given for late 1957.

Livingston has preserved all of the original data and made available
the unadjusted individual forecasts of the CPI and WPI. He notified me
that journalistic adjustments had been made in the data he publishes and

2Fur example, these adjutnienuc ere not made in the survcc puhlkiied in June %7.
Deeemher 1970. and December 972.
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SI) I presume he has notified other users ho have contacted him. ('o,t-
sequentiv, little is gained by arguing about the appropriateness of the
published consensus forecasts for statistical anaI sis. Insteall ' e should
turn our attention to how to make best use of the data that Irc iaiIaf,je
In the next Section, Some of these questions are addressed.

3. Fiii l\iIi iiJ) 1\ii( iii) IAiF.S 1)1 INI I

Empirical studies of now interest rates or wage increases are in-
fluenced by expectations of inflation iiecd sonic ilicasure of the expected
rate of inflation, vli ich will he deli ned as a percentage increase in an i iide
of prices over sonic time into the future. Ihe forecasts in the I .ivingston
surveys include anticipated levels of the CII and the WPI . lo coilvert
these into expected rates of change. one needs to know the i)ttse value of
the index and approximately lioSV iii any rnoiitns beyond that hae the re-

spondents think the are forecasting.
The first studies using Livingston's published consensus forecasts

implicitly assumed that the l)eeemher and June indexes were know ii.
Thus, Turnovskv (1970), Tn rnovskv and \Vach ter (1972), C ibson (1972).
and Pvfe (I 972) apparently computed the percentage change over the
succeeding 6 and 12 months, for example. a consensus forecast for next
December published this December was Iised to calculate the expected
rate of inflation over the next 12 months. The prohkm with this is that
Livingston himself did not know the value of the December index when
he wrote his column. The participants in the survey were gcnciall coit-
strained, as noted al)ove, to even earlier in form ation.

Gordon (1971) recognited part of' t lie tirii ing problem and computed
a severi-niontli change from November to J tine and a thirteen-nioiith
change from November to December 01 the following ear. He also used
the published data, so an questions about the consistency of Livingston's
adjustments carry over to his data, hut at feast they reflect Livingston's
judgment about the state of econoni ists' expectations at the times the
columns were published.

What does Gordon's procedure imply about the state of expectatiotis
of the parlieipants at the time they sent in their questionnaires? If. as
Livingston presumed. the responses were based üi the information he pro-
vided with the questionnaire such as the September C Fl for a December
survey. then seven months he ond September collies April and 13 months
after September collies October. II the participants were rcall forecastiiig
the f'ollow ing April and October indexes (which, incidentally, are the latest
available for much of June and I)ece,ii her, respectively), then Goidon's

0! the inoi hoitier Tile ioiure hn hee the (-inonih-:he.id ioree,i't ol ihePt in June t4. Jhi hoiik! hale hn 3.7 inicatJ oI the t .9 thai ted. Ii_
teresi inul - Sc', em ( t 973 decided io Iro thai oh',i'r', ii ion on I he hais 0 a honiogcsciis
iesi
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figures would reflect the expected rates of inflation implied in the par
ticipants' forecasts. At least this, unlike the 6 and 12 month interpreta-
tion, is defeitsible on a priori grounds. it is fijI, however, Consistent with
evidence to he g!ven shortly about what the participants thought the
were predicting.

NI ore recently a lair number of eeononhists have obtained the in-
dividual responses to the I_ivingston surveys and have constructed their
o n expected inflation series for artous uses, e.g., Waehtel (1974) and
DeM ilner (1975). Once the individual data are available, sonic of these
timing issues become more evident. Olsen (1974). on the basis of the rel-
ative accuracy of inflation forecasts under alternative assumptions, conies
to the same conclusion as the one presented below.4

The most plausible assumption, from what has been said about these
surveys, is that a typical participant in a December su rvey knows the
Ocioher index before he makes his forecasts (or the values of the indexes
that will be reported for Juiie and December of the following year. This
assumption iniplics the forecasts cover an 8-month span from October to
June and a 14-month span from October to December. To check the
validity of these assumptions. I conducted a snia Il survey of my own.

At the end of each of Livingston's Business Outlook columns, there
is a list of participants. 1 took 50 names which appeared at least once in
each of the last three years and asked them what was the most recent value
of the CPI that they were aware of at the time of sending back their fore-
casts and 's hether they were forecasting the April ligure (available for
much of June), the May fIgure (released in June) or the June figure (re-
leased in July). 32 responded, sonic not willing to pill down precise dates.

d I made no attempt to prod the other 18, because the answers received
h gave a fairly clear answer to the question of timing as shown in the follow-
d ing tabulation of numbers of respondents:

S --

ic Month of Most Recent CPI Month of th (P1
Knos n at Time of Forecast Being Forecast

15 September October April Ma June
il5

8 22 0 4 25

er

is The predominant pattern is that participants know the October figure
jig and arc forecasting 8 months ahead to the foIlo ilig June. About one out
st oh' every four do not take note of the October releases of the C P1. (For the

h's
4Other recent studies arc still tisinr the lorecasis as puhhshcd iii the I.i instori col-

he umns. e.z . !ahirt (19761 and \lcGuire 1976). Thc both take a step in the riuht direction
Iii- in postulatinc' esplicitl; that the recorded forecasts relleet the ''true or reks ant forecasts
:it stth an error, hut the fall short ol insesiiaiII1g the possihl sources or nature of these

errors.
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\\'l'I, only 4 indicated usine September figures and 25 usii'g October.) A
few are makinu forecasts for the second quarter of the car and these arc
indicated as forecasts for Mac Thus, while it is not precise. the forecast
span is about 8 months, not 6 or 7. lithe non-respondents to in surve

tend to pay relatively less attention to the latest in formation, then possibly
some larger portion should he viewed as knowing only the September in-
dex and projecting 9 months ahead.

Prior to 1969, when the C!I was released later than it is now, propor-
tionately fewer (of those who participated and could remember) were
aware of the October CPI when making a forecast. The average span was
therefore probably more than 8 months for the CPI forecasts in the earlier
years of the survey.

Several respondents cautioned me that they make broad estimates. I
believe that these are honest best guesses. The implied warning is that thcv
are not single-valued forecasts held with great conviction between two
exact points in time. Nevertheless, for anal tical purposes the following
dates are in general conformity with the available evidence: (a) Expecta-
tions are formed, or at least submitted, late in November or early in De-
cember. (h) The most current available data are the October indexes. (c)
1:orecIsts are of indexes eventually reported for the following June and
1)eceniber. Similar dates apply to the June survey: Expectations are
l'ormed in late M av or early June with data available for A pril. The con-
sensus forecasts so derived for the CPI are presented in Table I and for
the WPI in Table 2. Additional statistics are presented in a data appendix.

The expected in flation rates implied h consensus forecasts of the
WPI are calculated in the same way as those with the CPI. Therefore, a
description of Table I will serve as a description of Table 2 as well. The
actual C P1's recorded in Table I arc the figures for two months before the
survey month, since this is the latest official in formation about the index
available to the respondents before they record their forecasts.

The number of respondents making a forecast of the CPI for 6. 12.
and 18 months beyond the surve) month arc recorded beside the arith-
metic means of each set of forecasts. The expected inflation rates inferred
from these mean or consensus forecasts are also recorded in Table I. The
calculation and interpretation of these rates requires sonic explanation.

In all cascs,e xpccted inflation has been expressed at an annual rate.
The procedure has been to convert the expected percentage change to a
monthly rate and then to compound that 12 times to get a ligure for the
rate of inflation that would occur over the next year if that nionthf rate of
inflation were to continue for the next 12 months.

As an example, consider the survey in December. 1973. The October
Cli stood at 136.6 and the average of the forecasts for the following in lie
was 141.42, which represents approximately a 3.53 percent increase ex-
pected over an eight month period. The expected inflation rate of 5.34
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TABLE I
1'ICASTS OF Till CPI N Till' IIVIXGSTON SlJlsvl S,

1947 75. Nt'Mnl RS 01 RfSi'ONl)I IS. .ARITIIMI 1 II
A IIcA(FS. ANt) Expiciio INFlATION RATI'S.

Sot s cy
Month
t ± 2

Actual
aCPI P, No.

6-Month Forecasts 12-Month forecasts I 8-F'slonih Forecasts

Mcnb
*

RateC
*
6.tf2 No.

Mcanb
*'l7f}

RateC
*
I?.z+2 No,

Mean5
*Pgj2

Ralec
*

7rlg.,1

C
June 47 156.2 28 150.36 -5.56 2l 14416 -6.64 26 141.33 -5.83
Dcc 47 163.8 32 166.87 2.83 32 163.75 - .03

'I. Jun 48 69.3 32 169.19 -.10 28 166.30 -1.52 27 162.39 -2.47
Dcc 48 173.6 32 171.47 - 1.84 32 I 68.58 - 2.48

Mar 49d 170.9 35 167.67 -4.47 34 164.28 -4.22

C' Jun 49 169.7 36 62.06 -6.68 34 158.71 -5.58 32 151.56 -4.35
L)ec 49 168.5 36 166.67 - .63 34 164.09 -2.25

" 0
Jun 50 167.3 43 168.66 1.22 43 167.36 .03 39 166.03 - .46

II e
Dcc 50 174.8 38 179.03 3.65 36 183.00 4.01

I Li-
Jun 51 184.6 44 87.73 2.55 42 190.20 2.60 42 90.65 1.96

e- Dcc 51 187.4 49 89.65 1.81 49 191.86 2.03

( c) Jun 52 188.7 45 189.16 .36 44 18795 - .34 39 186.05 -.84
Iid Dee 52 190.9 53 190.53 - .29 53 188.85 - .92

ire Jun 53 190.1 45 188.82 -1.01 44 186.77 - 1.50 43 185.05 -. 1.60

)t1- Dcc 53 115.4 52 114.51 .1.16 52 113.95 -1.08

br Jun 54 114.6 49 114.20 --.52 48 114.45 -II 48 114.83 .12

lix. Dec 54 114.5 44 114.62 .15 46 114.57 .05

the Jun 55 114.2 51) 114.58 .50 48 114.56 .27 47 114.55 .18

Dec 55 114.9 50 115.52 .81 51 115.62 .54

he
Jun 56
Dec 56

114.9
117.7

48
47

115.17
118.81

.35

1.42

45

48

115.57

119.18

.50

1.08

43 115.79 .46

the
Jun 57 119.3 53 120.21 1.14 52 120.96 1.19 50 121.74 1.22

dcx Dec 57 121.1 60 121.16 .07 60 121.43 .23

Jun 58 123.5 58 123.55 .06 58 123.97 .32 55 124.82 .64

12. Dec 58 123.7 61 124.23 .64 60 124.85 .80

rjth- Jun 59 123.9 61 124.41 .62 60 125.34 1.00 59 126.04 1.03

rred Dec 59 125.5 57 126.29 .95 56 127.02 1.04

The Jun 60 126.2 52 26.58 .45 52 127.23 .70 52 27.76 .74

Dcc 60 127.3 61 127.46 .19 60 128.25 .64

rate.
to a

the

Jun 61

Dcc 61

Jun 67

Dec 62

127.5

128.4

105.2

06.0

58

62

57

61

128.36

129.31

105.91

106.70

1.01

1.07

1.02

.99

56

62

57

62

129.21

130.21

106.51

107.36

1.15

1.21

1.06

1.10

55

57

130.03

107.19

1.18

1.13

Ic 01
Jun 63 106.2 55 106.93 1.03 53 107.51 1.05 52 108.07 1.05

Dec 63 07.2 59 107.79 .82 58 108.43 .98

i o Jun 64 107.8 55 108.58 1.09 54 109.36 1.24 53 110.02 1.23

June Dec 64 108.5 58 109.43 1.29 57 110.06 1.23

C CX- Jun 65 109.3 53 109.59 .94 52 110.67 1.07 SI 111.40 1.15

5.34 Dcc 65 110.4 64 111.55 1.57 65 112.56 1.68
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a Actual ('I'I (or tt"PI ) two months before the survei month. The base sears are as
folloss 5:

I3ase \'ea r I-or Sn rve

1935 39 Jun 47 Jun 53 ('P1
Jun 47 Jun 51 \VPI

947 49 Dec53 Dec61 CII
Dec51 !)ecôI WI'I

1957 59 Jun 62 Dcc 70 CII and Vi P1
967 1 u ii 71 C I'l a id W P1

bAthi mean (consensus) of the mdii idual forecasts ot (he iniIe 6. 12. and IS
months he ond the surve month

1 ipecled in Ilanon at ann ual rates i niplied h consensus forceas t iii accorda flee ii ith
the folloss in l'ormulas:

* *
6., +2 (&, + 2

111I2/g

i2.,+2 = (P12.142//Y24 - I

+ 2 = (j't. 2/p)2/20 I

dSpeclal Interini survc i'. ith revised toreCaCis for June and December. 949 lii the
calculation of cpeeted inliatton rates the epOflCi1t is 2/5 for the ,Iune forecast and 12'I I
for I)eeemher.

34
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13111

11rcctt

1

I 2-Nluiith Iorccit IS-\lont)t I,rLelt\
Surve\ -

MiitIi t\QiLhll MeIII RtiL Meitt RaIL' Nleaiit' Rlei

Jun 66

CI,laP,

12 5

Nit.

49

"6.t, 2

(3.87

&.t+ 2

.3

N

49

"I2.r 2

I 5,23

t2,r +2

2.05

No

47

/.,,
II 6.47 2.Iij

13cc 66 114.5 59 16.06 .2.06 59 117.43 2.19

Jun 67 15.3 51) 116.94 2.14 49 I I8.3 2.41) 49 P0!
Dcc 67 I 7.5 56 I 9.58 2.66 56 121.39 2.63

Jun (iS 19.9 5-I 122.36 3,16) 53 ! 24.25 3.10 51 I 25.85 2 96

Dec 65 22.9 57 125.12 .2.72 57 127118 2.91

Jun 69 I 26.4 42 293)4 3.15 42 131.49 3.44 413 33S9

Dcc 69 I 29.5 49 I 32.86 I.55 49 I 35.27 3.61)

JIIF1 7!) 134.1) 47 (37.) I 3.50 47 13971 3.64 47 (42 IS 362

Dcc 7(1 137.4 49 40.64 3.56 49 143.5! 3.80

Juti 71 120.2 4s 123.3(1 3.90 44 26.00 4.12 43 128.42 495

13cc 7) (22.4 54 124.56 3.03 57 127.03 3.23

Jun 72 124.3 48 127.24 3.57 47 2953 3.60

Dcc 72 26.6 57 (29.32 3.24 55 II 75 3.45

Jun 73 (30.7 SI 34.25 4.11 48 37.14 4.21

Dee 73 I 6.6 51 141.42 5.34 52 45 I 5.36

Jun 7-I 43.9 51 (511.65 7)2 51 (55.45 6.54

Dcc 74 (53.0 57 60.73 7.67 57 166.47 7.50

Jun 75 58.6 52 64.41 5.54 SI 169.1)6 5.62

Dcc 75 164.6 SI 170.95 5.8-1 SI I 75.35 5.65



TABLE 2
lOkI( SIS 0] liii- I'l I\ It] l.tf\(,J()\ Stgi

lt247 75. Niiitti ks to Itt I'oNIII \ s. AR]] II\tI Ut
Ii 1-11%],] ', \\f) I\i'ti ti-I) I\I I '.iII)\ Fl tts.

Month
+ 2

Survey------------
Actual
WPIP

6-Moittit Freats
- -___--

Meaub Rate
No. &1 2

I 2-Month Folceasts__ ------------------
Meati Rate

No. '2.i 2 i2,r f2

-

No.

I 8-Mouth Frecasis------
Mn Ratc

PK:* 2 s+2
Jun 47 147.7 28 134.80 -12.81 28 128.80 - 11.07 25 126.98 -8 67
Dcc 47 158.5 32 161112 I 54 32 155.48 -1.63
Jun 48 162.8 33 164.62 1.68 28 61.59 - .64 27 157.35 -2.02Dcc 48 165.2 32 60.90 -3.88 32 157.38 -407
Mar 49" 160.6 35 155.23 -7.84 34 151.59 -6.11
Jun 49 156.9 35 147.43 -8.97 33 144.42 -6.86 31 144.55 -480Dc 49 152.2 36 48.58 -354 34 145.24 -3.94

Its
Jun 50 159.9 43 156.03 3.09 43 5450 .')0 39 152.15 -
Dcc 50 169.1 39 178.38 8.35 37 183.57 7.29

Jun 51 83.6 44 85.83 .83 42 188.54 2.30 43 89.26 .84
Dc 51 178] 49 181.10 2.54 49 83.35 2.52

Jun 52 111.8 46 111.78 -.02 45 110.02 -1.36 40 107.67 -2.23
I)ec 52 111.1 53 109.74 -1.84 53 107.21 -3.01
Jun 53 109.4 46 107.83 -2.15 45 105.93 -2.72 44 103.80 -3 II
Dcc 53 110.2 54 107.29 -3.94 54 106.54 - 2.86
Jill] 54 111.0 49 110.42 -.78 48 110.77 -.18 48 111.61 .33
Dcc 54 109.7 45 109.94 .32 47 109.90 .16

Jun 55 110.5 50 111.01 .69 48 110.95 .35 47 110.90 .21
Dec55 111.6 51 112.43 III 53 112.42 .63

C
Jun 56 13.6 48 114.46 1.14 45 114.91 .99 43 114.91 .69
Dcc 56 115.6 47 116.94 1.75 48 117.03 1.06

Jun 57 117.2 55 118.12 IlK 54 118.65 1.06 52 119.54 119
Dcc 57 117.8 60 116.52 -1.62 60 116.95 -.62
Jun 58 119.3 58 119.11 -.23 58 119.78 .35 55 120.67 .69
De 58 119.0 61 119.46 .58 60 120.14 .82

Jun 59 120.0 61 120.64 .80 60 121.77 1.26 59 22.48 1.23
Dec59 119.1 58 120.53 1.82 57 121.08 .43

d IS
Ju 60
Dec60

120.0
119.6

52

61

120.26
119.27

.32
-.4!

52

60
120.69
119.84

.49

.17

52 121.02 .51

' iLl] Jun 61 119.4 57 I 993 .66 56 120.74 .96 55 121-42 1.01
Dcc 61 118.7 61 119.48 .99 62 20.20 .09

Jun 62 00.4 57 100.40 -.01 57 100.47 .06 57 100.71 .19
Dee 62 100.6 60 100.86 .39 6! 101.27 .57

Jun 63 99.7 55 100.56 1.29 53 101.05 1.16 50 101.35 .99
Dcc 63 100.5 58 100.77 .41 57 101.08 .50

ii the
I 7 / II

Jun 64
Dcc 64

100.3
100.8

52

57
100.81

101.09
.76

.43
51

56

101.29

101.47
.85

.57

50 101.58 77

Jun 65 101.7 53 102.67 1.43 52 103.03 1.12 51 103.27 .92
Dec 65 103.1 63 104.32 1.78 62 105.18 1.73
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FABI_1 2 keonhil,ue(/)

6-Month Forecasts 2-Month Forcca.ts I 8-Month }o[ccj,N
Sure ------- --- -
NI 011th Act ua I NI can b R te NI can Rat e Ntea 11b

R atc* * * * *' t- 2 \VPI P, No. 1'6,,, 2 6.z f 2 No. Pp, 2 I2j-i-7 No. l.i + 2 i8.i +

Jun 66 105.5 49 106.90 2.00
Dee 66 106.2 58 06.98 1.10

Jun 67 105.3 49 106.71 2.02
l)ec 67 106.1 56 107.67 2.22

Jun 68 108.3 50 110.27 2.75
Dec68 109.1 56 110.51 195

Jun 69 111.9 44 113.93 2.74
Dc 69 114.0 46 115.99 2.63

Jun 70 116.6 45 I IS.33 2.23
Dcc 70 117.8 45 119.48 2.14

Jun 7! 113.3 38 115.77 3.29
Dec 7! 114.4 48 116.08 2.21

Jun 72 117.5 39 120.05 3.27
Dcc 72 120.0 48 123.23 4.07

Jun 73 130.7 41 135.16 5.17
Dec 73 139.5 42 145.44 6.46

Jun 74 152.7 44 162.88 10.16
Dcc 74 70.2 49 178.37 7.29

Jun 75 172.1 47 177.33 4.59
Dec 75 178.9 44 186.04 6.05

percent shown in Table I was calculated by raising 1.0353 to the 12/8
po\Ver. Taking the 8th root provides an estimate of the expected monthly
rate of inflation. It is a geometric average. Raising that to the 12th power
expresses consensus expected inflation at an annual rate.

This is called a six-month forecast of the rate of inflation between
December and June even though it was originally calculated over an eight
month period. Any events which take place in November and are kim n

to the respondents can influence their forecasts, hut if they do not at the
time know the November CPI it would be improper to base a projection
on that figure.

The same reasoning applies to the longer forecasts. If the CPI is fore-
cast for 14 months beyond the latest k no n figure, then the 14th root of
the ratio of the forecast to the actual CII gives the (geometric) average
rate of inflation expected per month. R aisng it to the 12th power, or com-
pounding it 12 times, again provides a figure at an annual rate. This is the
12-month or year-ahead forecast of the rate of inflation.

Forecasts of the level of a price index have tended to he lo when
inflation increases. In such instances, if one keeps the consensus forecasts
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47 108.83 1.88

49 108.8! 1.99

46 112.47 2.29

42 116.64 2.52

46 121.06 2.28

37 119.74 3.37

49 107.90 1.95
58 07.77 1.26

49 107.91 2.12
57 08.86 2.23

49 111.48 2.5!
56 111.49 1.87

44 115.29 2.59
46 I! 7.49 2.62

45 119.82 2.36
45 121.06 2.37

37 117.92 3.48
5! 117.56 2.36

38 122.22 343
49 2550 3.92

39 138.45 5.06
43 150.18 6.53

43 168.16 8.62
49 184.53 7.18

47 182.47 5.14
44 192.61 6.53



but fllC)VCS the base index up a month or two beyond what is known to the
respondents, the errors in forecasting the inflation rate will appear to he
even greater than they actually arc. This is because the base index is above
what the participants would have predicted on average when they made
their forecasts of future values ol the index. Thai would explain why
Olsen (1974) found inflation rates were more accurately frecast using a
base for two months before the survey month rather than one month be-
fore or Concurren fly.

An important reason for being careful about the timing issue is that
inflation expectations data are and will often be compared with other
variables expressed at annual rates, e.g., wage increases and interest
rates. Cargill (1976) comments that which forecast horizon one uses
"makes no difference with respect to the significance of the relationship
between anticipated price changes and interest rates, though it is relevant
for investigating the completeness of incorporation of inflationary expec-
tations into interest rates.'' I agree with the latter part of this statement,
but the first part may not he correct. In replications of Lahiri's (1975,
1976) wage and interest-rate equations, the revised data do improve the
statistical significance of the relationships. It is not clear yet how much of
the improvement is attributable to removing inconsistencies in the pub-
lished data and hos much to the choice of horizon in obtaining the ex-
pected inflation rates.

One other set of figures for expected inflation can he inkrrcd from
Livingston's columns. In 1971, he began asking for forecasts of real GNP
in addition to forecasts of nominal GNP. These are recorded in Table 3.

At the time the forecasts are made, the GNP figures for the preceding
8 quarter are known to the respondents. They are making forecasts for 2
y and 4 quarters beyond the quarter of the survey. Therefore, the expected

er inflation rates implicit in the consensus forecasts can be calculated in a
manner analogous to the figures developed for the CPI and WPI fore-

n casts.
hi For the 2-quarter ahead forecasts, take the ratio of the implicit con-

n sensus forecast of the ci N P deflator to its actual value in the preceding
quarter. The cube root of this ratio gives the geometric average inflation
rate per quarter. Then, raising that average to the 4th poer expresses the
implicit expected inflation at an annual rate. The results are shown in

e- Table 3 us expected inflation rates under the heading for 2-quarter fore-
of casts.

ge Similar calculations provide the implied expected rates of inflation
over the 4 quarters after the survey. These are also shown in Table 3.

he These series do not extend far enough back in time to get much
historical perspective. They do generally follow the ups and downs in the

en rates calculated from the CII and WPI forecasts and their order of
sts magnitude is about the same.
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Since the end of 1972 the shorter forecast ol inflation has been above
the longer forecast, indicating at each survey date a consensus expectation
that inflation would decelerate. At each succeeding survey, however, the
expected rate went up. The higher the expected inflation rate iii this 4-year
period the stronger the indication th at inflation, which was worse than
had been expected, WoUld not be as had in the future. As indicated in the
next section this pattern of expecting inflation to conic down over time is
not, in general, evident in the forecasts of the CPI and WPI.

Tii Acct'RAcy 01 TIlt FOREcAsTs

Tables I and 2 summarize some of the many statistics available from
the individual forecasts of the CPI and WPI. A few points can he made by
simple inspection of the data.

The consensus expected inflation rates in each survey in recent
years arc remarkably similar whether over the next six mouths, year, or
year and a hall. Since 1957, with the exception of 1974, the year-ahead ex-
pected inflation rates for the CPI have been consistently above the six-
months ahead forecasted rates hut not by iii uch. lor the WPI forecasts,
there is not even that consistency.

The variations between surveys arc somewhat more pronounced
than variations expected over longer periods as of a particular survey date.
but the between-survey changes themselves are generally not abrupt.
With data from 1952 to 1970, the correlation between the six-month and
the twelve-month expected inflation rate is .981, while between the six-
month rate and its value lagged six months, the correlation is .906. Even
the advent of wage-price controls prior to the survey in late 1971 re-

duced the expected inflation rate just a half year ahead by less than one
percentage point. Forecasts of inflation rates in the WPI are slightly niore
volatile but even there the changes are not dramatic.

Data presented in the appendix show no evident tendency for the
dispersion of individual expected inflation rates to become greater the
ttrthcr into the future the forecasts go. In lmct, since f968 the standard
deviations arc smaller the greater the forecast span. I had not expected
this result. Perhaps the dispersion would have been greater if the surveys
had asked for expected rates rather than levels. hut the participants are
knowledgeable forecasters and may well have relatively less disagreement
about inflation rates over longer periods into the future.

Now, how accurate have these forecasts been? To put the question in
more fashionable terminology, have the consensus forecasts made "el-
ticient" use of information available at the time? The "efficient market''
literature, e.g., Fama (1970), assumes that a market "fully utilizes'' all

relevant information. A market, of course, consists of individual trails-
actors who make decisions about buying and selling based on current in-
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formation and expectations about the future. The implication is that on
average these transactors correctly perceive what the market price will he,
except for a random error that arises because of intervening events which
were not foreseen or the effects ol' which O!1 the market price could flOL
have been predicted precisely.

Thus, one test of the hypothesis that Forecasts are "efficient'' is to
examine errors in forecasting. t I the errors do not appear to move ran
domly from survey to survey, this could be taken as evidence against the
hypothesis. It is a very weak test, however. Even systematic errors cannot
constitute a clear refutation of the hypothesis that inlrn1ation is fully
utilized. Since inflation may be considered a manifestation of disequilibrium
(i.e., demand generally in excess of supply or, as Gordon and Hynes
(1970) postulate, demand in excess of perceived demand), then no matter
what the forecast, there could be feedback effects that Force the forecast
to be systematically wrong, if it was believed and utilized in pricing de-
cisions. This type of argunient has been developed by Carlson (1967) as a
possible explanation for the Systematic errors of businessmen's sales
cx pee tat ions.
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Figure 2 ('F'I InI1u!iim i-l-,lonth Ahead ui \nnii:ul Raie

Figures I through 4 depict expected, actual, and unanticipated in-
flation based on consensus responses to the Livingston surveys. U ii-
anticipated inflation is defined as the actual percentage change (at an an-
nual rate) from a k nown value of a price index (C P1 or \V P1) to its value
8 or 14 nionhs ahead minus the expected inflation rate over the caine
period. ['or example, Figure I sho s that from 1947 through 1975 the in-
flation rate for the CM 8 months ahead was overestimated in only 10 ol
the 58 surveys. Furthermore, in addition to being more frequent, the
errors in predicting the C P1 are much larger when the increase in prices
has been underestimated. The largest errors are associated with the advent
of the Korean War in 1950, an expectation of' deflation in mid 1953. an
unexpected price surge in 1956 57, underestimating the acceleration of
inflation in 1965 and again in 1967 69. and finally the post-controls and
resource shortage inflation in 1973 74. Virtuall the same story can he
told for the 14-month-ahead forecasts of the CPI

Were the forecasts inefficient? Did they fail to make full use of the in-
formation available'! Sim plc binomial tests reveal that such overwhelmingly
one-sided errors are so unlikely, if positive and negative errors have an
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equal chance 01 occu ring, that Otie is COilif)Clkd to reject the hypothesis ol
purely random errors iii forecasting the Cli. But is it because the re-
spondents were inellicient in their use of in Forniation I think not. U ii-
predictable events came along during these years prim arily t'e side of
accelerating inflation. Perhaps there is an element of w ishiul thinking in
the forecasts that leads to underprediction of inflation but even more corn-
f)C!ling is the learning hypothesis. As it is learned th r0ti!hOtit the economy
that demand is higher than originally perceived, then priec are raised b
more than had been expected a iid plan ned.

Unanticipated inflation as it relates to the W P1 i5 pietu red in Figures
3 and 4. The VPl is mole volatile than the CII and so the vertical scales
arc diflcrent. The sa me distance on the \V P1 graphs represents tss ice as
large a difference a on the Cii graphs. The larger errors occur at about
the same times as they did with the C Ph. hut the \ViI is more frequentl
overestimated. In a slxvcar period I 95 63 there are I 2 cOnsecutive stir-
'e s in hich the V P1 consensus forecast 14 months ahead is too high.
1 he balance ot the \VPI Ioreeasts arc on the lov side althotigh hot as over-
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whelmingly as the ('t'l forecasts. One can still reject the hypothesis that
these errors are random, this time on the basis of a tendency for the same
types of erntr to occur Se(ltucIitiahlV. producing too fCsV runs of positive
and negative errors than are h kely to occur just h cliancc. This, too, is
Consistent with the idea of cumulative adjustments as a result of gradual
learning that the level of deni and is not what it was expected to he.

Despite statistics that might show how poor these forecasts have
been, I fInd them believable as reflecting informed opinion about price ex-
pectations at the time that the expectations are formed. This is discussed
in more detail in Section 6 below.

S. Rtv tS IONS (ii 1 III IOt(I(\s I N

IY This section is addressed to the question: To what extent are con-
ii- sensus forecasts of' future levels of the C'I'l and WPI revised in light of re-
'h. cent errors in forecasting'! At this point we are not investigating what
ci- determines the original forecast but instead are looking at one type of in-
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7/
Iorni'it ion that can he expected to have a niajor iniluence on changes in a
forecast. We shall tr' to assess hov stron that influence has been. The
form of the relationship to he used was suggested hx other studies of re-
VisionS of expectatioii, ce., Meieliiiaii (1962), NI incer (1969) and II irseh
and LovelI (1969).

To help illustrate the notation, imagine a December survey in which
inflation forecasts from the preceding June survey are revised. let ir,

ir he the rates of inflation expected iii June to prevail (at an ann ual
rate) for the following 6, 12. and 18 months, respectivelv. With the
Livingston data these v crc actually calculated over 8. 14, and 20 months.
as explained in section 3, hut we shall assume that the 8-month projec-
tions, or example, were meant to apply evenly over all eight months and
hence at the same rate over the six months I roni A pril to October.

In these data there are therefore Uor ard rates that can he calculated.
There is an implicit expected rate of inflation from 6 to 12 months ahead,
denoted J I , and from I 2 to I 8 months ahead, denoted f2. The formulas
br eornputine these forward rates are

Jl (I + ir')
I

(1 + ire)

(I -f ir)
(I -t-

With data from a June survey.] I is the rate of inflation lorecasted for the
period from October to April andf2 is for April to October of the follow-
ing year.

Six months of data accumulate hef'ore the December survey, and the
actual rate of irillation can he observed from April to October. If c call
this r6 then the most recent error in lorecasting inflation is:

I-: = r6

Ness forecasts are made for the rate of inflation over the next six and
twelve months, The new ir is a revised forecast of the forward rate JI
from the preceding survey. E.et the difl'ercnce be denoted RI. We then
postulate a regression relationship

(If RI = + hE -+ u1

ss here a1 and b1 are coefficients to he estmatcd and u is assumed to he a
random error. Ifa, = 0 and ñ = I, theii the rate of inflation expected over
the next six months has been fully adjusted for the most recent errors. If
b = 0, then a predicted fors ard rate OflCC formed is unaffected on average
by recent forecasting errors. Data for equation (I) are available ever six
iii on t lix.

There is also a revision in Dccciii her of the longer Ions ard rate j2



formulated in June. Let R2 he the resulting change in the forward rate ol'
inflation expected For the period from the following April to October.
Another regression equation:

(2) R2 = a-, + b,E + u,

can be estimated with data available only once a year because the 18
month projections were never requested in the December surveys.

Equations (I) and (2) have been estiniated by ordinary least squares
both with and without the constant terms. Only the results with the con-
stant are reported in Table 4 since the main point, that revisions do not
appear very sensitive to recent errors, emerges in either form. The constant
terms are generally negative. This suggests a tendency to revise expected
inflation rates downward in the absence of underestimation of inflation.
Without the constant term, the estimates of the h1 and h coefficients are
generally lower than those reported in Table 4.

With the CPI data evcr six months from 1953 to 1971 only about 6

TABLE 4

OLS Fsni.su-s Rti AlI\ RI-SIsIONS (II 1-ORW;RI) li'i-cii it INIIA1II)N
RAILS in RI-i i-si LRRURS IN 10101 .55Il\(,

(Sr-sNo.\so LiRnts IN PAISI-N 1 IIIsI)

CPI: With semi-annual
observations:

45

1953-71 -.160 .059
(0.93) (.0541
-. .097 .057

195362 (.144) (.079)
1963-71 -.248 .075

(.116) (.072)

CPI: With annual
observations:

1953-71 -.433 .199 -.159 .180
(.189) (.100) (.1 33) (.070)

WPI: With semi-annual
observations

1953-71 --.105 .152

(.l32) (.066)
1953 62 -.157 .119

(.214) (.099)
1963 7! -.060 .21)6

(.152) (.084)

WPI: Vjth annual
observations

195371 -.289 .185 .098 .344

(.193) (.133) (.129) (.089)

Equation (I) Equation (2)

a1 a2 h2he
55 -

he
all

11

er
I I

age
six
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percent of the forecasting errors appear to get into the revision of thc
shorter forward rate. The results are not much changed when the period
is broken in the middle. There is lot much greutci eiisit vity to fore-
casting errors with data From 1963 71 Slightly more sensitivity is mdi-
cated when the equations were estimated with annual data.

With the WPI data the b eoefIicierus are a bt hieher, indicatin that
between 10 and 20 percent of the error in forecasting influences the rc-
VisiOn of the forward inflation rate. The longer forward rate does appear
notably more responsive to recent errors, in that h is more than one-
iii ird.

These results are Iii substantial agreement with similar regressions run
for revisions of levels of price forecasts that are not reported formally
here. The forecast of a future CPI is apparently adjusted up b tile full
amount of a recent error bitt not h enough more to reflect in uch ol' a

change in the expected rate of future inflation. The WPI forecasts were
again somewhat more sensitive hut fur from fully responsive to errors In
forecasting rates oiinllation

The relationship of these results to Livingston's adjustments of the
consensus forecasts should he nientioned. If the consensus forecast is that
the index will not change hct ecn October and November (or April and
May), then clearly, from our estimates, the forecasts should he revised
upwards by the full change in the index that niontli to reflect what re-
spondents would have predicted. Since in most surveys during inflationar
periods (when the adjustments are riiadc) the forecasters surely anticipated
sonic change over that month, we conclude that Livingston's adjustment
is more in line with what he thought they should have predicted rather
than 'hat they would have predicted had they had the latest information.
Perhaps we can say that he sensed the "ineflIciency'' in the forecasts and
attempted partially to correct for it.

6. Or' r ui R vlIuN!IIj V 01 TIlE h)RtCASTS

A challenge to the helievahiiitv of these forecasts comes explicitly
from Pesando (1975) and indirectly from the gro ing literature on ra-
tional expectations and eflicient markets. Pesando uses Livingston's pub-
lished forecasts of ilie CPI and, like most early users of the data, makes 6
month projections From the Juiie and December values of the index. Thus,
by his regressions and F-statistics, he claims to identify limitations of the
Livingston price expectations data as used in earlier studies. This is surely
a round-about way to criticize data that, as argued above, do not fully
reflect the consensus of the respondents to tile survey. The challenge. ho-
ever, is too fundamental to dismiss on the grotmnds that the wrong data
have been used.

Pesando's maintained (and hence not tested) hypothesis is that the
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actual rate ofinliation it, Over the six months from time t can he expressed
as a linear function o! rates of inflation in six-month intervals during the
preceding two and a half \'ears:

(3) = ir ± B, T -2 ± s- R ir, ± U

Thus, according to Pesando, this lixed-coctlIcient linear distributed lag on
past irilIaioii rates iS supposed to illeorporate a/I of tile ni forniation coii-
tamed in realiied rates of intlatioii. "Fflieienev'' requires that the expected
rate of inflation over the next 6 months he approximately the same func-
tion of past rates of inflation. If the eoeflicients are signiheantl' difterent
from those estimated for (3), we are to reject the eflicienc hypothesis.
Similarly, "consistency'' requires that the e.pectcd rate of inflation that
was forecast 6 months earlier to hold over tile next 6 months must again
be the same function hut with it, . replaced h its forecasted value at time
- i "hii rationality' is tile joint hypothesis that both eIhcenc\ and

consistency hold.
Pesando's I ratios, nid eating the significance of (lie improvement in

fit from rchaxng each of the hypotheses of eq uahity of coefficents, arc re-
produced in Table 5 for the sample period 1959 -69. I-Ic does not reject
efficiency, probably because of Livingston's adjustments of the data. He
does reject consistency and rationality.

The same tests slios that even ehlicicncv (as defined by Pcsando) must
he rejected when using our revised data for the expected inflation rates
implied by the C P1 forecasts. See Table 5. W ithi the W P1 data, none of the
F-statistics are terribly large (at a 5',, level of significance). The same
respondents, with very few exceptions, predicted both the CPI and WPI.
Are the "irrational' in one case and "rational'' in the other? That hardly
seems likely.

These F-tests are less revealing than a graphical look at the data, such
as n Figures 1 to 4. In those diagrams one can see the times when and the
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extent to which price lorecasts go astray. Systematic errors over a num-
ber of years do not mean that the forecasters are failing to make use of all
available in format ion as thee i/mink ii pertains to z/ie/ulure.

There are several problems ith Pesa ndo's tests. One is I hat amont
all the possible relationships that might exist between past rates of infla-
tion in different intervals of time, he has considered a very restrictive class.
We shall return to that point subsequently.

Another problem is that a fixed coefficient model does not allow for
changing relationships. He confines his tests to the period after 1959 be-
cause according to Gibson and Turnovsky, "an important structural
break in the accuracy and impact of the Livingston price expectations Oc-
curred around 1959.'' I l we accept this, then either something must have
changed about the surveys or the l)articiPantS started using in formation
differently. [here was no apparent change in the survey procedure and
there was the usual h igli level of continuation 01 participants that niarks
these surveys. That leaves a change in the way that information was being
used. If so. how justify a constant coefficient hypothesis? In effect, fore-
casts are supposcu to hear the sanie relationship to mi mediately preceding
inflation rates in 1959 right after the change allegedly took place as iii
1969 with ten more years of observations.

One way around this problem is to re-estimate equation (3) ever six
months only with data available prior to the time of estimation. See, for
example, hess and Bicksler (1975). But then how many observations
should each estimation go back? Too many and one ina encompass
changing relationships, e.g., during and after the Korean War. Too tw
and there will be only a few degrees of freedom.

We went back six years. With two observations per year this gives
only 12 observations to estimate the five coefficients in equation (3). hut
we proceded anyway. With the resulting estimates, the equation was used
every half ear to i)redict the rate of inflation for the following six months
and, by repeated use ol the equation. for twelve months. Whether we used
CPI or WPI, the periods 1959 69 or 1959 75, or looked 6 months or 12
months ahead, eight comparisons iii all, the Livingston forecasts alavs
had a majority of the more accurate forecasts and in several comparisons
more than twice as many as the regression forecasts. With one exception
the Livingston data also aiwa s had the smaller mean square error.

It could he objected that we erred on the side of too few observations
in the regressions. But ho many should one try? We could hunt around
for the "optimal predictor. in terms of niinimi/ing the mean square errors
of the forecasts, h trying different lags, different numbers of observations,
combinations of autoregressive, integrated, moving average predictors. a
Ia Box and Jenkins (1970), and possibly non linear relationships. But all of
that is allowing hindsight and is very likely introducing type-I errors (re-
lationships that occurjust by chance some proportion of the time).
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An optimal'' predictor, once found, is often put lorth as a standard
Ii for rational or cflIcient forecasts. The reasoning is that the survey fore-

casts, which presumably make use of information in addition to what is
revealed by the past history of the variable being predicted, ought to do at

a least as well. Theie are several objections to the argument.
First, we often do not k now how in uch searching has gone on prior to

the reported comparison, either by the reporting investigator or, a lortiori,
or by others who were unable to find a better time-series forecast and never

had their results published. See Feige (1975) on this point. Perhaps
ral thousands of possibilities were tried before the standard for rational cx-

pectations emerged. This provides a bias toward good time-series pie-
ive dictors, one of which may well look better than a Set of survey forecasts.
on Second, the procedure itself is usuatly not guided by a theory of be-
nd havior or about the formation of expectations. Thus, there is little reason
rks to believe that forecasters should have used the historical data in the way
ng the eventual formula suggests, nor arc there any clear guidelines to in-
re- dicate how other in formation, not in the cx post formula, could have been
ing used to improve on the time-series forecasts.

in Third, the relationships are undoubtedly changing all the time, not
just the number of years of data that should be taken into account but

six also the way in which the data should he utilized. Making decisions on the
for basis of patterns perceived in past data will usually change the patterns
ons themselves.5 This may seem to create a bias in favor of the survey fore-
ass casts, but it is not necessarily so. Knowledge that relationships are ehang-
icsv ing provides diiferen forecasters with license to select dificrent signals as

relevant information. This gives rise to the well-documented phenomenon
ives of divergent opinions about what is going to happen in the future.6 A
but market outcome or an average survey result is of necessity a weighting of
sed diflerent beliefs, many of which will be wrong.
iths After the fact, information that seemed very important may turn out
sed to be irrelevant. As Friedman (1968) and R. Gordon (1973) have both

12 stressed, price forecasts right after World War II were influenced more
as by the behavior of prices following World War I (and earlier wars) than
ons by price changes in the immediately preceding years. Thus, forecasts cart
tion be systematically in error for some Lime until people gradually realize that

history is not going to repeat itself in particular respects. In the late 40's,
ns a distributed lag on recent inflation rates would have outperformed the

iiid consensus forecasts.
ors The foregoing argument also suggests that looking for neat, robust,
)I1S, invariant form ulas to characterize the form atiori of expectations 111 a be a
s, a
I of

5Gordon and I1nes (1970l use this sort of argunieni to claim that "results of research
(re- Into kig structures was he of little ue to the nioneiar auihoritv.'

61or an analsjs of distributions of price forecasts, see ('arlson (i97).
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futile exercise. Two recent empirical studies illustrate the P1iU. Carlsr)n
and Parkin (1975) use an inflation-expectations series cOiiStructc(l Iroiti
Gallup Poll surveys in England. 1)urtng periods of relat vel, iii Id inflj1
an autoregrcs.ivc scheme, and during periods oF hih inflation an cirUr-
learning scheme, provide the best fits among the alteinative tri'.l D1.
Mimer (1975), using data I'roni Livingstotis Sn rvcy, demonstrates a
SOSC of forecasts to high errors that is signi lica n tl d iflercut from the
response to low errors. I t these are interpreted as ne findings about re-

sponses to various conditions, the tentative and largeR ii utested nature of
the interpretations must be stressed. If they are read as evidence of a

changing structure of expectations. one can only wonder when the next
change will make the most recently estimated relationships obsolete

Returning to the rational-expectations models, we should note that
they have an important conditional point to make about polie . I I people
are in a position to act in their own best interests and it' t hc' can anticipate
correctly how policy makers will react to specific conditions, then polic.,
may become impotent. This is clearly articulated hs Sargent and \
(1976). Sec also 1.ucas (1972). Over long etiouizh periods, alter learning
takes place, these models pose a sobering challenge to the efficacy of'
macroeconomic policy proposals. It is much niore dubious. hoever, to
assert that the preconditions for these claims will be met while learning
is taking place. Discernible, systematic patterns from hich people can
profit surely will not persist. The proponents of' rational expectations and
efficient markets go a step further and seem to he arguing that such pat-
terns ss ill not even exist.

When, as reported in Section 4, the consensus Livingston forecasts
of inflation have errors that do not pass tests of randomness, this is a
piece of evidence against a prediction of the extreme rational-expectations
position.7 One may perhaps legitimately question the validity of' the data,
but it is still one piece of evidence unless decisively discredited. I have no
trouble accepting the responses to the Livingston surveys as representative
oh informed opinion about the state and direction of the economy in the
near future, despite their strong tendency to u nderestiniate the actual
change in the CPI in recent years.

Perhaps with enough data and the discerning eve and analytical skill
ot a mature economic historian, one might find relationships of suflicient

7Gordon (I 976 raises some other questions about the prediiion'; 01 itiese niodek
In replications of 1.ahiri's (1976) t%o-stae least-squares esiitiiaies iili our res isedIlata. th eofjrienis ndii-aied thai Inierest raics tend io rise h n1orc ihan especied ritla-non, is t'eldstcin (l97) predicis ssithin th coiltest ot 1 fli0t1eiar gross itt itiodel on thebasis of Lis ellecis. these results will be reported in a siihseqtieni paper fhe are men-ioned here us possible support for the data Also. ss hen the lis iitgston inllaiion iorceasN

are used b> Car!son )toriheomlnn) to Construci a series of espeeted shori-ierni real rate'of return, ihe fall in these real returns durini recessions is COilsisiCilt ss ith eoflctirrCili de-clines in the expected maririnal prod net vii of capital
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generality to allow dispensing with direct data on expectations. In the
meantime, we should certainly he extremely critical of expectations data
gathered from Surveys, continue to consider carefully how they can he
used, and tr to obtain the most useful measures The reworking of the
Livingston survey data on price forecasts, presented above, has been
undertaken in this spirit.
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AImImINnIx: DIsPiRslON 01 FORECASTS

This appendix includes two more tables showing a measure of the

dispersion in the price forecasts of respondents to the Livingston surveys.
Table Al shows the standard deviations of the CPI forecasts whose means
are recorded in Table I, Similarly. Table A2 is the counterpart to Table 2
for the \'Pl Forecasts. The standard deviations reported are the square
root of )2/, where x1 denotes an individual forecast. T is
the sariple mean, and it is the number of observations,

Two sets of statistics are reported in these tables, The fIrst set
measures the standard deviations of the actua l'orecasts. The second set
is based on the implied individual forecasts of the rate ol' inflation. One of
the advantages of the latter is that it does not depend on the leeI of Ihe

index.
A few observations can be made about these statistics. There \aS

much greater divergence of opinion right after World War II than in niore
recent years. As would be expected. the dispersion reached its lo'.est

levels in the early 1960's when the price indexes showed relatiel liuk
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change. it then built up again with the acceleration (>1' inflation in the late
60's and curly 70's.

The variance in the forecasts of the indexes are greater the farther
into the Inture they are being projected, hut, somewhat surprisingly, there

no evident increase in the variance of expected inflation rates as the
forecasting horizon is extended from 6 to 12 to 18 iii onths ahead.
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TABI.E Al

Survey CPI
Month I I - 2

Sample Standard Deviations
of Forecasts oICPI

Sample
of Expected

Standard Deviations
Inflation Rates

12 Months 18 Months
Ahead Ahead

6 Months
Ahead

12 Months
Ahead

18 Months 6 Months
Ahead Ahead

Jun 47 156.2 5.73 8.62 8.28 5.36 4.79 3.30
Dec47 163.8 7.90 10.72 7.26 5 61

Jun 48 169.3 5.16 9.6! 13.66 4.53 49(3 499
'C 1,1-

Dec48 173.6 4.34 7.45 3.72 3.69

II Jun 49 69.7 4.86 5.84 7.00 4.18 2.93 257
Dcc 49 168.5 3.02 4.62 2.67 2.36
Jun 50 167.3 8.84 2.69 4.55 1.66 1.38 1.65(liii! Dec50 174.8 3.24 4.14 2.82 4.02

Jun 5! 184.6 3.23 5.65 7.88 2.65 2.62 2.54
Dec51 187.4 2.39 5.17 1.93 2.36

Jun 52 188.7 2.34 5.11 6.88 1.86 2.32 2.20
Dec52 190.9 2.94 4.64 2.3! 2.08

Jun 53 190.1 1.65 3.80 5.66 1.30 1.72 1.80
Dec53 115.4 1.49 2.39 1.92 I 78

the
Jun 54 114.6 .96 1.76 2.59 .25 1.32 136
Dec54 114.5 .82 1.25 1.07 .94

Juii 55 114.2 .63 1.16 1.85 .83 .87 97
'ans Dec55 114.9 .82 1.49 1,07 III
Ic 2 Jun 56 114.9 .71 1.64 2.06 .92 1.23 1.08

uare Dec56 117.7 1.32 2.90 1.83 2.11

v is Jun 57 119.3 .87 1.31 2.98 1.10 1.30 1.51
Dec57 121.1 1.31 2.16 .62 1.53

set
Jun 5 123.5
Dec58 123.7

.99

.53
1.59
1.14

2.45 1.20

.65
110
.79

1.19

Set

C HI
Jun 59 123.9 .87 1.07 1.65 1.05 .74 .79
Dec 59 125.5 .63 .95 .75 .65

the
Jun 60 126.2 .56 .95 1.41 .66 .65 .67
Dec60 127.3 .65 1.09 .77 .74

s aS Jun 61 127.5 .52 .95 1.49 .61 .64 .69
iore Dec61 128.4 .50 .93 .59 .62

Jun 62 105.2 .48 .90 1.28 .69 .73 .72

liUle Dec62 106.0 .48 .70 .68 .56

lit
7 it,

let'
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TA DL E A I (continved )

Standard [)c latiOnc
I nilat ion Rates

2 Months IX Months
Ahead A Itead

.48 .59

.47

.74 .70

.52

.59 .62

.59

.97 1.01

1.13

.84 .88

.99

.87 .55

.86

1.36 1.22
.84

135 1.20
.94

1.15 1.02
.69

.86

.66

1.22
1.67

1.98
.73

1.31
1.29

Survey
Month t

CPI
-- 2

Sample Standard l)eviations Sample
of }'orecasts oF C P1 of hpected

6 Months 12 Months 18 Months 6 Months
Ahead A head Ahead Ahead

.37 .59 1.06 .53

.35 .59 .50

.49 .94 1.27 .68

.45 .66 .62

.44 .75 1.15 .61

.51 .76 .70

.80 1.28 1.93 MS

.95 1.51 1.26

.62 1.13 1.73 .8!

.76 1.37 .2S

.81 .22 1.74 .03

.84 1.23 1.03

1.25 2.02 264 1.50
.94 1.29 1.10

1.44 2.13 2.74 1.63
1.01 1.51 1.12

III 1.63 2.11 1.41
.72 .99 .89

.82 .26 .00

.68 .98 XI

.99 1.87 1.15
2.03 2.68 2.27

2.72 3.36 2.36
2.38 3.15 2.38

2.16 2.45 2.08
1.47 2.50 1.36

Jun 63
Dec63

Jun 64
Dec64

Jun 65
Dec65

Jun66
Dec66

Jun67
Dec67

Jun 68
Dec68

Jun69
Dec69

Jun 70
Dec70

Jun71
Dcc 7!

Jun 72
Dec72

Jun 73
Dec 73

Jun 74
Dec74

Jun 75
Dec75

l06.2
107.2

107.8
108.5

109.3
110.4

112.5
114.5

115.3
117.5

119.9
122.9

126.4
129.8

134.0
137.4

120.2
122.4

124.3
126.6

130.7
136.6

143.9
153.0

158.6
161.6
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TABLE A2

ss

Sample Standard
of Iureeasts

Deviatwns Sample Smndad Deviations
of WPI of Expected Inflation Rates

12 Months 18 Nlunths 6 Months 12 Months 18 Months
Ahead Ahead Ahead Ahead Ahead

Survey WPI 6

Month : I - 2
Months
Ahead

Jun 47 147.7 7.43 11.70 12.00 7.18 6.9! 5.15

Dec47 158.5 9.87 13.73 9.27 7.45

Jun 4. 162.8 5.36 I 1.85 14.18 4.95 6.26 5.37

Dcc 48 165.2 4.82 8.34 434 434

Jun 49 156.9 4.44 6.98 8.08 4.13 3.8( 3.20

Dec49 152.2 3.80 4.88 3.74 2.77

Jun 50 52.9 4.00 5.7! 7.25 4.04 3.2!) 2.87

Dec 50 169.1 4.14 5 8)) 3.77 2,9!)

Jun SI 183.6 4.68 7.63 10.76 3.82 3.56 3.50

Dec SI 178.1 4.34 7.7 3.67 3.70

Jun 52 111.8 3.01 5.22 6.68 4.02 401 3.65

Dcc 52 II1.I 2.97 4.11 4.03 3.17

Jun 53 109.4 2.73 4.14 5.29 3.66 3.27 2.97

Dee 53 110.2 2.40 3.86 3.22 3.02

Jun 54 111.0 1.71 2.68 3.56 2.3! 2.07 1.92

Dcc 54 109.7 .94 1.66 1.29 1.30

Jun 55 110.5 1.16 1.76 2.71 1.59 1.36 1.47

Dcc 55 111.6 1.43 2.68 1.92 2.06

Jun 56 113.6 1.53 2.60 3.45 2.02 1.96 1.83

Dec 56 115.6 1.96 3.18 2.55 2.35

Jun 57 117.2 .24 1.96 2.85 1.59 1.43 1.46

Dec57 117.8 1.69 2.52 2.12 1.84

Jun 58 119.3 1.17 2.14 3.i3 1.47 1.54 1.57

Dec58 119.0 .79 1.62 1.00 1.17

Jun 59 120.0 .79 1.41 2.12 1.00 l.0l 1.05

Dcc 59 I19.I I.l2 1.36 1.42 .98

Jun 60 120.0 .78 1.22 1.77 .97 .87 .8!)

Dec 60 119.6 .80 1.40 1.01 1.00

Jun 61 119.4 .85 1.21 1.63 1.07 .87 SI

Decbi 118.7 .77 I.I7 .98 .84

Jun 62 100.4 .72 1.34 I 57 1.07 1.15 1.12

Dcc ('2 I00.6 .52 .90 .78 .77

Dcc 63 99.7 .78 1.17 1.81 1.19 1.00 1.08

Dec63 100.5 .64 .94 96 .80

Jun 64 100.3 .47 1.01 1.28 .71 .86 .76

Dec64 100.8 .53 .77 .79 .66

Jun 65 101.7 .56 .92 1.31 .83 .77 .77

Dec65 I03.I .58 .83 .85 .69

Jun 66 105.5 .89 1.57 2.11 1.27 1.27 1.18

Dcc 66 106.2 .99 1.90 1.40 1.53



TA BE. L A 2 (Continued)

56

Saniple Standard Deva ions Sample Sta tida rd Dcv ions

Survey WPI 6 Months 12 Months 18 Months 6 Months 12 Months IS Months

Month x - 2 Ahead Ahead Ahead Ahead Ahead Ahead

Jun 67 105 3 .77 .32 2.05 LI I 1.07 1.15

Dec67 106.1 96 IM 1.37 1.32

Jun 6 108.3 .82 1.25 1.66 1.15 .98 .91

Dec68 109.1 .84 .36 1.16 1.07

Jun 69 111.9 [26 1.84 2.29 1.71 1.40 1.49

Dec69 114.0 84 37 1.12 103

Jun 70 116.6 1.08 1.73 2.34 1.40 1.26 1.19

Dec70 117.8 .98 1.35 1.26 .98

Jun 71 113.3 1.25 1.73 2.65 1.67 1.30 1.37

Dec71 114.4 .92 1.27 1.21 .94

Jun 72 117.5 1.38 1.83 1.79 1.33

Dec72 120.0 1.35 1.70 1.72 1.20

Jun 73 130.7 2.80 4.62 3.26 3.00

Dec73 139.5 4.20 5.60 4.62 3.40

Jun 74 152.7 3.99 5.53 4.02 3.07

Dec74 170.2 5.19 8.07 4.68 4.02

Jun 75 172.1 3.54 5.09 3.14 2.51

Dcc 75 178.9 2.65 4.59 2.27 2.18


